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1 January 2011
1.1 Individual NFL Player Incentives –

Why Are They Necessary? Do They
Distort the Game?

There’s a really good discussion and story on ESPN Sunday NFL
Countdown today about individual player incentive payments
— why are they necessary to motivate players and how do they
distort the game in the last week of the season? Here is a related
news story about NFL quarterbacks getting incentive payments
for winning playoff games. Um, isn’t it their natural intrinsic
motivation to try to win games and make it to the playoffs?

As Dr. W. Edwards Deming would have said, individual in-
centives distort the system and they remove intrinsic motivation.
Dan Pink (hear my podcast with him here) wrote about this in
his book Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us
– his prescription is to pay people enough of a salary so they
aren’t worried about money and then don’t get in the way of
intrinsic motivation. How would Mark Sanchez play differently
if the Jets gave him a higher base salary without an incentive for
making the playoffs? It is a team game, yes?

Think about cases where quarterbacks get a bonus for having
a certain “passer rating.” This gives them, possibly, a financial in-
centive to “play careful” and not throw interceptions (something
that hurts your rating… and maybe hurts the team’s chance of
winning).

Notes from the ESPN piece:

http://sports.espn.go.com/nfl/news/story?id=5962435&campaign=rss&source=NFLHeadline
http://sports.espn.go.com/nfl/news/story?id=5962435&campaign=rss&source=NFLHeadline
http://sports.espn.go.com/nfl/news/story?id=5962435&campaign=rss&source=NFLHeadline
http://www.leanblog.org/107
http://amzn.to/tHU7pV
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• Agent DrewRosenhaus says theywould prefer guaranteed
income, but incentive clauses are “a way to bridge the gap”
– he calls it “performance based pay.” But my question is
how to gauge individual performance in a team game –
these team sports include football, healthcare, and busi-
ness.

• Wide receiver Andre Johnson (one of the best in the NFL)
says you want to think about the team first, but the con-
tract incentives might get in the way (my paraphrasing).

• In 2008, Green Bay Packers running back Ryan Grant had
a chance to earn a $1.3 million bonus for reaching 1200
yards and being in the top 5 running backs. He had a long
touchdown run that would have gotten him the record,
but an official’s replay overturned the play, costing him
(it seems) the $1.3 million. It probably had nothing to do
with the outcome of the game… at least Grant could smile
about it in the story.

• In 2007, Ravens DE Terrell Suggs needed one sack to earn
an incentive payment. He got the sack… and earned $5.5
million. So how did that impact the way Suggs played
that game? Was he willing to take wild chances (risking
giving up big running plays) just to increase his chances
of sacking the QB?

• Patriots running back Corey Dillon had a $350,000 in-
centive riding on the last game of the year. Coach Bill
Belicheck told him earlier in the week that the teamwould
pay the incentive no matter what happened. This seems
like a good practice to keep players focused on the team
and not individual stats. Maybe Tom Brady isn’t the only
reason he has those Super Bowl rings?
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• In 2009, Ryan Grant again was just short of the big incen-
tive payment in the last week of the season. Grant said
“we didn’t necessarily need the win” (because I presume
the Packers were resting starters going into the playoffs
to avoid injury) but “it became an issue of whether I’m
going to get that yardage.” He needed 48 yards to earn
$2 million. The Packers coaches, unlike Belicheck, had
players tracking Grant’s yards and how close he was. The
Arizona players also knew the number, Grant said. He hit
his target with 3 yards to spare.. Grant “told quarterback
Aaron Rodgers NOT to check out of run plays” – putting
himself before the team. That’s a clear distortion of the
system.

• Agent Rosenhaus said “guys play for the game, but it’s also
a business.”

• Receiver Terrell Owens would have earned $333,333 for
having a 10 touchdown season, but he got hurt after week
15 – having score 9 TDs for the year.

• Also at stake today: Dolphins RB Ronnie Brown is 30
yards short of a $500,000 bonus. Browns WR Josh Cribbs
earns $100,000 for making one more reception. TE Kellen
Winslow needs 7 catches to earn $150,000.

• Former player Keyshawn Johnson told a story about telling
his QB before the last game about how many yards he
needed for his incentive payment in 2004. Johnson broke
his ankle and WANTED TO GO BACK IN THE GAME to
earn $500,000 for 20 more yards. “I’m going to play to win
the game, but I was mindful I had that in my contract.”

• Former player Tom Jackson asked why the money is
offered. He asks why if a player has a $90 million contract
over many years, why would you offer him $100,000 for
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making the Pro Bowl? “If I’m paying you $90 million, I
EXPECT you to go to the Pro Bowl!!!”

• Mike Ditka told a story about playing all of the 1964 season
on a broken ankle. He had a chance to earn $1,000 for going
to the Pro Bowl. The legendary coach George Halas didn’t
want Ditka to go, as he might get hurt. Ditka said “how
about you payme themoney for not going?” Halas replied,
“Why don’t you go?”

• Chris Carter commented that incentives are a huge part of
the contracts. When he played, “The Minnesota Vikings
paid me like a Pro Bowl receiver, so my incentives were
just a little bone here and there.”

• Tom Jackson again said, “When I played, the incentive was
to play as well as you could, to go to the playoffs and get
a chance to win. That was the only incentive we needed.”

Interesting things to think about as we watch football to-
day… and as we go through the annual “incentive plan” and
“performance incentive” planning in our organizations? I think
the ESPN story emphasized Dan Pink’s main point from “Drive”
that incentives work – however, we need to be aware of the “side
effects” and unintended consequences that can result.

Is your organization following any of Dr. Deming’s teach-
ings about the dangers of individual incentives? Have you been
inspired by Dan Pink’s book to make any changes?

1.2 St. Louis Paper Features Lean at
Barnes-Jewish Hospital

Just before the new year, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch featured the
Lean efforts at Barnes-JewishHospital (“St. Louis hospital among

http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/article_679416e5-c294-5340-8f2d-2d6eb727470b.html
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handful using efficiency to aid patients“). I think it’s more than a
“handful” of hospitals around theworld using Lean (based on this
map), but it’s nice to see them featured – youmight remembermy
Podcast with Dr. David Jaques from Barnes-Jewish.

Barnes-Jewish is also a member of the Healthcare Value
Network efforts I’m involved with.

I’ll give a hat tip to the writer for this insight, the emphasis
mine:

“Like a few others across the country, Barnes-Jewish
has embraced a novel approach to “patient-centered
care.” Though that might sound like empty jargon,”
what else would any good hospital “center” on?
- ”the name represents a systematic, data-driven
process organizing functions across the hospital,
from surgery to the emergency room to intensive
care.”

Sadly, things are often organized around the physicians or
the hospital itself… Lean is inherently and rabidly customer
focused and that extends to Lean hospitals re-emphasizing their
emphasis on the patient and their families.

Why use Lean for this focus?

“We want to hard-wire safety, quality and service
through our processes,” said Dr. John Lynch, vice
president and chief medical officer. “We don’t want
to leave anything to chance. … It’s one of the ways
we’re trying to control the cost of health care.”

The article talks about their use of Leanmethods and phrases
that are probably familiar to you: value stream maps and a

http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/article_679416e5-c294-5340-8f2d-2d6eb727470b.html
http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/article_679416e5-c294-5340-8f2d-2d6eb727470b.html
http://www.leanblog.org/76
http://www.leanblog.org/76
http://www.hcvln.org
http://www.hcvln.org
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multitude of Japanese words, like kaizen and kanban (these
things always sound odd to the newspaper reporters who get a
peek into Lean).

Again, from the article:

Barnes-Jewish officials, who first started exploring
such management principals about five years ago,
say the effort has already paid off: Streamlining its
preparations for surgery ”just one facet of a larger
strategy” saved about $1 million this year, hospital
officials said. In another example, standardizing
the installation of patients’ intravenous lines, Lynch
said, lowered the hospital’s central line bloodstream
infection rate by 40 percent in the last year.

Another case where standardized work benefits patients and
the hospitals (not to mention how it benefits the staff, who feel
better because patients aren’t getting as many infections). The
article also cites reductions in bed sores and the use of mistake
proofing methods to improve quality.

Is standardization bad for healthcare? Not according to
Barnes-Jewish (and I agree with their approach):

“Some people talk about cookie-cutter medicine,”
Lynch said, “butweonly use standardizationwhen
it makes sense.”

Comparing the hospital to a motor vehicle assembly
line, he said, misses the point.

“We’re more like a body shop, where every car
comes in with its own problems,” he said. “We
always allow room for individual patient variation.
We’re not telling the surgeon where to cut.”
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A favorite healthcare author of mine, Charles Kenney, is
quoted in the article:

“It takes a lot of courage for people at a hospital
with a lot of challenges to go down this road,” said
Charles Kenney, author of “Transforming Health
Care,” a new book that chronicles Virginia Mason’s
efforts. “You expose yourself to greater scrutiny and
potential ridicule. But in the cases I know, it pays
off.”

There are other details in the article, including a discussion
of freeing up nursing time for patient care. Take a read, check
out their pictures, and leave your comments here. As always, the
news site’s comments are interesting, including one person who
says that Lean, for their hospital, became all about profits. That
would be, of course, “L.A.M.E.” not Lean. Lean – at Toyota or at
hospitals like ThedaCare, is about a balanced set of measures –
Safety, Quality, Delivery/Time, Cost, and Morale.

1.3 Las Vegas Paper Writes Series on
Patient Safety Failings, Hospital

Culture
I found this lengthy series of articles from the Las Vegas Sun,
published under the heading of “*Do No Harm: Hospital Care
in Las Vegas](http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/).” The
series serves as a good introduction to those who are new to
healthcare and the types of systemic challenges that the industry
faces. The stories in the series are perhaps frustratingly familiar
to those who have been working in this world.

http://amzn.to/rr8qy9
http://amzn.to/stAkpI
http://amzn.to/stAkpI
http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/article_679416e5-c294-5340-8f2d-2d6eb727470b.html
http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/article_679416e5-c294-5340-8f2d-2d6eb727470b.html?mode=image
http://www.stltoday.com/business/local/article_679416e5-c294-5340-8f2d-2d6eb727470b.html?mode=image
http://www.leanblog.org/lame
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I’ll post links to the parts of the series with comments below…
I’m not sure if it’s intended to be their main summary piece

but “Local hospitals’ willingness to change culture would be a
step toward better care, transparency.” That fits well with the
Lean idea that the problem is not with people individually, these
quality and safety problems are due to systems and culture and
management systems.

The article highlights a fairly common defeatist (somewould
say realistic) attitude:

“You’re looking at the problems in Las Vegas and
saying there are problems here. No one is denying
that,” said Dr. Ron Kline, president of the Nevada
State Medical Association, of the Sun’s investiga-
tion. “But the argument would be that those similar
problems exist in other places. To some degree you
can’t eliminate them.”

Yes these problems exist in other places – because the health-
care culture tends to be the same, of course we get similar
results. The Sun paints Las Vegas as being uniquely bad (or at
least saying that data shows Las Vegas healthcare is less safe
than other places). But to recognize that these problems are
universal shouldn’t be an excuse to NOT try to improve. Look
at what organizations like ThedaCare have done… organizations
like theirs have decided that being the middle of the pack or the
“best of a bad bunch” isn’t good enough. Maybe that leadership
is lacking in Las Vegas… they accept “a dangerous culture of
mediocrity” as the series claims.

Is Vegas uniquely bad? The main page of the series says

http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/dec/26/local-hospitals-willingness-change-culture-would-b/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/dec/26/local-hospitals-willingness-change-culture-would-b/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/
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“There’s a running joke about hospitals here: “Where
do you go for great health care in Las Vegas?”

“The airport.”

The implication is everyone knows hospital care in
Southern Nevada is substandard.

But the piece says not everyone knows this. There’s certainly
a lack of transparency, as a common theme in the Sun articles are
the hospital CEOs refusing to talk to the paper, except for isolated
cases, as if not talking about the problem makes it go away. The
hospitals also hid behind HIPAA as an excuse to not talk about
the problem. From Part 3 of the series, political leaders and those
in the know routinely “left the state for elective surgeries.”

“There’s an awful lot of denial,” said Larry Matheis,
executive director of the Nevada State Medical As-
sociation. “The type of stories you’re doing have to
be done in order to change the conversation. That’s
working. The next thing is to get the buy-in that
something can be done about it. Then you can get
the culture change.”

Part One of the series highlights the patient safety problems
that many are still very ignorant of, especially in the general
public: “Health care can hurt you.” The president of the Nevada
Hospital Association questioned the value of medical error re-
porting as not worth the cost. WHAT??? Is that a patient-first
philosophy?

The Sun reviewed a databased of medical records over the
course of two years. They reviewed 425,000 cases and found
that “preventable harm, deadly infections, and possible neglect”

http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/part-three/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/jun/27/health-care-can-harm-you/
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happen at the rate of one per day in **Las Vegas**. This is
line with calculations I’ve done before based on IOM data that
suggests the typical 400 bed hospital would have a preventable
patient death once per week, on average.

“These are events that no one can be proud of,”
[John] Santa said. “They aren’t inevitable. They’re
preventable. It just involves attention to detail and
a willingness to change the culture.”

Examples are shared in Part One of hospitals that have
reduced central line infections and bedsores.

The series highlights how data is supposed to be shared with
the feds, but there’s quite a pattern of underreporting and hiding
of problems. Lean thinkers know that making problems visible is
the first step toward improvement. The Nevada hospitals seem
to be fighting hard to hide problems from the public, as their
hospital association seems to be more focused on protecting the
hospitals than protecting patients.

Even with data (accurately reported or not), it remains that
“no hospital-specific data are available for public review.”

If info were made public, it would woefully understate the
problem thanks to systemic underreporting:

• Hospitals reported only one sentinel event in-
volving an advanced stage decubitus ulcer — a
bedsore that becomes a crater surrounded by
dead flesh. The Sun found 72.

• Hospitals reported one sentinel event involv-
ing central-line bloodstream infections. The
Sun identified 336.

http://www.leanblog.org/2009/08/statistics-on-healthcare-quality-and/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/2010-sentinel-events/
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• Hospitals reported six sentinel events in which
a foreign object was accidentally left in a
patient’s body. The Sun identified 17.

None of the hospitals disputed the Sun’s findings.

Hospitals lamely argue those caseswere just “adverse events”
not “sentinel events.” People died – let’s not nitpick over termi-
nology here, folks.

**Part Two **focuses on infections: “A hidden epidemic.”
The issue of standardized work comes up – people not

following procedures and known best practices.

But examples of hospitals **not following their own
standards are plentiful **— jeopardizing, even, their
own employees. A Sunrise Hospital worker who
complained to state officials about being infected
withMRSA on the job told health inspectors in June,
“This problem has been going on for a while, but has
surged recently” and could cause an outbreak.

There are many cases of families sharing their stories of how
“they killed her” and “they’re not as dutiful a they should be.”

Lean thinkers known we need to look beyond blaming
individuals for not washing their hands and for not properly
following procedures – what are the systemic forms of waste
that get in the way? Where is the leadership that would create
an environment for quality?

There’s the story of a woman who was BILLED $3600 for
antibiotics required to treat the infection that she got at the
hospital. Where is the justice in that? Value to the patient? I think
not…

http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/aug/08/hidden-epidemic/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/sunrise-isolation-failure/#document/p1/a1675
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/sunrise-isolation-failure/#document/p1/a1675
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/sunrise-isolation-failure/#document/p1/a1675
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The piece talks about how the VA and other hospitals test
every patient for MRSA on admission so they can properly
isolate patients to prevent the spread of MRSA. But no other
Vegas hospital, outside of the VA, does this – they claim its
not cost effective. Again, is this patient focused? The story cites
a study from Illinois that showed testing everyone WAS cost
effective as it reduced infections by 80%.

From the piece:

The rise of lethal bacteria— combinedwith infection-
control failures — has made being a patient, visitor
or worker in Las Vegas hospitals increasingly dan-
gerous.

Some doctors and hospital employees fail to take
even the most simple infection-control precautions.
Asked if all hospital staff consistently wash their
hands, Dr. Eugene Speck, a respected Las Vegas
infectious-disease specialist, said, “Of course not.”
He wasn’t being glib. Every health care practitioner
interviewed for this story agreed with his assess-
ment, and national studies say the same. Hospi-
tal employees are too busy, distracted, apathetic,
stressed or short-staffed to keep up with hand
washing.

So we need to look for the root causes of distraction, stress,
and short staffing (the flipside explanation being toomuchwaste
in the system….)

What are some other process-based cause of infec-
tion?
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Also at UMC, she said, patients known to have
contagious infections were placed in rooms with
uninfected patients. At St. Rose Hospitals — Siena
Campus, she said, technicians who ran the depart-
ment where intravenous catheters were inserted
and angiograms were performed rarely cleaned
the room between patients, resulting in contam-
ination by bloody refuse.

“It’s a multisystem failure,” Schofield said.

How is this not fixable?
More failures to follow standardized work include:

• MD doing colonoscopies in street clothes, instead of sur-
gical scrubs

• A C. diff patient roaming the hallways
• A dialysis company that didn’t have nurse oversight (and
had infection control problems)

• The hospitals weren’t communicating infection control
methods to visitors, leading to confusing and uncertainty

• Draping a patient before flammable alcohol solution had
dried, leading to a fireball in the O.R. (and the hospital
further violated procedures by not calling the fire depart-
ment)

• A mother was oversedated during childbirth and the hos-
pital failed to follow policies requiring them to report the
problem

Then we have what seems like a bit of political corruption in
the mix:
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In the 2009 legislative session, Sen. Barbara Ce-
gavske, R-Las Vegas, introduced a bill to require
every hospital in Nevada to create a MRSA program
identifying colonized patients, isolating them, en-
forcing hand washing and reporting infections to
the state.

The effort took an abrupt turn when Ann Lynch,
lobbyist for Sunrise Health System, spoke during a
hearing. Lynch informed the senator that the hos-
pitals keep MRSA information internally and have
no convenient way of reporting it to state health
officials, Cegavske said.

Cegavske, who received $6,500 in campaign contri-
butions from hospitals in 2006, reduced the bill to
a simple promise to discuss the subject.

Wow, talk about a systemic problem!
Part Three **talks about surgical errors: “Patients at risk

under the knife.**“
What are some of the systemic things that contribue to the

culture of mediocrity? No “morbidity and mortality” confer-
ences. There are implications of a culture of doctors covering
for other doctors so they don’t jeopardize getting more referrals
from other docs.

Some argue in piece that standards in Vegas just aren’t high
enough – seems to highlight a possible problemwith benchmark-
ing:

A physician who has sat on multiple hospital com-
mittees overseeing colleagues has compared his peers
to a group of **supposedly world-class sprinters

http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/sb325-bill-minutes/#document/p3/a1712
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/cegavske-contributions/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/cegavske-contributions/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/sep/19/patients-risk-under-knife/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/sep/19/patients-risk-under-knife/
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who are satisfied **running the 100-yard dash in 25
seconds when they should be doing it in under 10
seconds.

“The standards are so low they don’t even recognize
a problem that’s staring them in the face,” said the
doctor, who asked not to be identified because he
feared retribution from colleagues.

Part Four of the series is called: “Why we suffer: Sub-
standard hospital care has roots in a culture of seeking profits,
shunning best practices, turning away from problems.”

The piece highlights staffing problems, including cases such
as:

Hospitals suffer from staffing problems, both in
numbers and quality. At one hospital, each nurs-
ing assistant was required to care for up to 26
patients at a time, an unmanageable number, and
administrators were unresponsive to complaints by
employees for months.

The article implies that the for-profit hospitals in Vegas are
putting profits ahead of patient care. There are similar problems
in plenty of non-profit hospitals that are badly managed.

There are stories of inadequate staffing and poor response to
patients:

Ron Serino suffers with a bedsore he acquired in
April at a Las Vegas hospital. Serino, 60, a retired
Army captain, said there were not enough nurses
and aides to shift his body to prevent the bedsore.

http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/nov/14/why-we-suffer/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/nov/14/why-we-suffer/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/nov/14/why-we-suffer/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/documents/ch1-staffing/#document/p4/a4479
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“I would ring the buzzer, and they wouldn’t answer
it, up to hours at a time,” he said.

When there’s too much waste in the process, nurses are
understandably frustrated – and too many are leaving the pro-
fession, exacerbating nursing shortages.

Thirty percent quit their jobs in the first year and
57 percent quit within two years, many complain-
ing that administrators did not staff enough nurses
to care for patients. Patient safety issues were cited
in the UNLV study as the most negative aspect of
the job and the most common reason for leaving.

A nurse who cared for up to eight patients at a time
said on the survey: “The outcome for patient care
was poor. I witnessed so many frightening events
that I decided to quit after one year and transfer to
another hospital.”

Another nurse noted, “The patients werewonderful,
but I had somany I felt I wasn’t giving them the care
they deserved.”

The article lays blame at the feet of management, “soft”
boards, and industry groups that are more “cheerleader” than
“watchdog.”

Joint Commission is also held up for ridicule, as the article
highlights a hospital given their “Medal of Honor” that was
performing so poorly (death rates 2x the norm) that Medicare
threatened to stop paying them for kidney transplants. I’ve seen a
similar pattern, where high profile medical errors (like the Quaid

http://www.leanblog.org/2009/05/dennis-quaid-and-medical-mistakes/
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twins’ overdose happen right after a successful Joint Commission
inspection.

After all of the gloom and despair, Part Five focuses on
improving healthcare, “How to put patients first: Rising above
a fear of malpractice suits, pioneers in health care safety enact
seven pillars that work.”

They focus on reporting problems and learning from mis-
takes, again common themes with Lean. It’s cited how reporting
and admitting mistakes leads to FEWER lawsuits, not more.

The article calls for seven guidelines or pillars:

• Incident reporting: The vast majority of reports
are cases of unsafe conditions or close calls where
patients could have been harmed.

• Investigation: Every report is investigated within
72 hours, and no findings are withheld from the
patient and family.

• Disclosure and communication: The hospital main-
tains open communication with the patient and
family until the issue is resolved.

• Apology and remediation: When the hospital does
not meet the standard of care, resulting in harm
to a patient, it apologizes and offers some sort of
solution to the problem. In the most extreme cases,
compensation is extended.

• System improvements: The staff takes steps to
prevent the recurrence of the problem.

• Data tracking and analysis: The hospital collects
and analyzes patient safety incidents to improve
quality and prevent harm.

http://www.leanblog.org/2009/05/dennis-quaid-and-medical-mistakes/
http://www.leanblog.org/2009/05/dennis-quaid-and-medical-mistakes/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/dec/26/how-put-patients-first/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/dec/26/how-put-patients-first/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/dec/26/how-put-patients-first/
http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-stories/documents/seven-pillars/
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• Education and training: Doctors, nurses, admin-
istrators and support staff take annual competency
exams and attend monthly patient safety meetings
and other training.

System improvements are the key. Let’s focus less on fining,
blaming, and punishing and focus more on fixing problems after
they are identified or, better yet, proactively identifying things
that COULD go wrong, fixing the system before there’s patient
harm. Instead of reducing payments for lawsuits, let’s reduce the
number of lawsuits by improving patient safety (and not just by
apologizing after a problem). From the piece:

“Tort reform is a blunt instrument,” Gilchrist said.
“Has it made the system safer? Has it made doctors
more accountable? Has it restored people who are
hurt? I don’t think so.”

The article tells a story that’s reminiscent of the aviation-
safety principles of everyone on a surgical team being willing to
speak up. Or, as we’d say in Lean, EVERYONE should be able to
“pull the andon cord” to identify problems as they occur.

Patient safety also means encouraging staff to chal-
lenge superiors.

Surgeons were about to sew up a patient after a late-
night emergency liver transplant this year when
nurses Tessie Trocio and Noemi Tueres noticed dur-
ing their routine count that a thin, flat sponge —
about the size of a sheet of paper — was missing.
Protocol called for an abdominal X-ray to rule out
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any retained objects, but the image was inconclu-
sive. The nurses demanded another X-ray, which
showed nothing in the abdomen.

Nurses are often hesitant to challenge doctors, par-
ticularly in the operating room. And in this case,
the nurses were trained in the Philippines, where
the cultural tendency is to not challenge authority.

The operation had taken more than seven hours.
The surgeons were waiting. But the nurses — on
their hands and knees digging through the trash to
find the missing sponge — demanded a third X-ray,
and that it be read by a radiologist.

The sponge was identified, balled up behind the
liver. It was safely removed.

“That was a medical save,” said Kathy Pinschke
Winn, the hospital’s professional development co-
ordinator. “That patient would not have survived.”

The case was celebrated throughout the hospital, in
a newsletter and at a luncheon to honor the nurses,
Winn said.

Anyway, there’s a lot to take in from the series. I read it a
couple times over the course of the last week. I know this blog
post is a lot to take in. I hope it inspires more leaders to create
the right culture for quality and patient safety. I hope it inspires
others to get involved in helping to FIX the system that is, sadly,
broken in so many ways.

It’s not a problem of “bad people.” It’s about “bad systems.”
And we need more leaders like Gary Kaplan, John Toussaint, and

https://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&q=leanblog.org+gary+kaplan
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=leanblog.org+john+toussaint&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
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others who are willing to speak up and admit that hospitals are
dangerous places and that we can actually fix things…

Please read the whole series. There’s a lot to take in. Share
your comments or reactions here in the comments section.

http://www.lasvegassun.com/hospital-care/
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